Civil constructions are the most cost efficient and long lasting. And if civil constructions are underground, whole lot of space is saved. We call it CLEAR SPACE solution as it leaves the space clear at the ground level, above this plant, for Parking, Children Play Area, Garden or anything similar. Clear space combined with our proven and popular technology Bio-Accelerator 360™ - CVL series makes it a great value proposition. No wonder it is liked by a very large section of customers.

As the name suggests, Bio-Accelerator 360™ - CVL series range is designed pre-dominantly on accelerated biological processes to deliver clean water out of variety of waste waters. It is designed to operate without chemicals and with low power consumption. The efficiency of the process allows cleaning the waste water with relatively smaller construction, with no compromise on the quality of the output water.

Bio-Accelerator 360™ - CVL Series thus, is clear space, cost effective, long lasting, and a great value solution. It comes with several operator friendly options ranging from semi-automatic to advance level fully automatic plants.
**FEATURES**

- Robust - Civil construction is far more lasting
- Clear Space - Fits under the parking or play area or garden, or something similar
- Optimized Size - Plant size is optimized to minimize the construction
- Durable
  - All components are of proven quality
  - Excellent workmanship
  - Long Lasting media
  - Easy Maintenance design
  - Low Maintenance quality

**CAPACITY - CAPABILITY**

- Capacity - 10M³ to any large size without constraints
  Input waste water quality - all kinds of sewage and industrial effluents can be processed
  Clean water (output) quality
- Securely meets norms of pollution control boards

**PICK & CHOOSE**

- Controls - Electrical Controls / Microprocessor Based / PLC Controls with on line reporting & messaging.

**WATER APPLICATIONS**

- Gardening
- Car Wash
- Toilet Flush
- Building Construction
- Laundry* (* Customized solution)

**BEST SUITED FOR**

- Hotels, hospitals
- Residential societies
- Industries
- Schools, colleges and hostels
- Shopping centres
- Cinemas
- Holiday homes
- Office parks
- Municipal corporations